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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

From 2009 to 2018, social attitudes towards gender in the UK
and other western countries significantly shifted, with greater
awareness of gender stereotyping and the objectification of
women’s bodies in the media due to popular social media
campaigns. Arguably, postfeminism has provided a channel in
which tropes traditionally critiqued by feminism, such as the
objectification or stereotyping of the female body, are appropriated by consumption, and reconceptualised as empowering forms of femininity. In two phases, this study explores if
and how this social shift has been translated into how men
and women’s bodies are presented to male and female
audiences, respectively, by magazines that claim to represent
and reflect them. Firstly, content of the front covers from six
popular men’s and women’s magazines was analysed to identify the framing, clothing, and staging of the body. A second
phase adds further novelty to this study by employing a cultural analytics approach to explore the relationship between
gender and hue by analysing the brightness, saturation and
hue values of each image. The findings show some continuities in how men and women are presented, despite significant changes in which magazines presented these
continuities. Furthermore, the colour attributes of the images
underlined significant differences in how men and women
are presented for viewing. It is argued that these continuities
and changes represent a reinforcement of patriarchal gendered relations (including gendered associations with specific
colours) re-imagined through a postfeminist logic.
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Introduction
In 2009, The Sun, the best-selling newspaper in the UK, printed a near-naked
photo of a woman, usually in her late teens or early twenties, on its page 3
on a near-daily basis. This was a ‘tradition’ of the paper for over 40 years
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until 2015. There was no equivalent male body imaged in this way, and the
photo would be captioned with a regular ‘News in Briefs’ speech bubble, in
which the model’s view on a topical news story would be reduced to a
short, superficial sentence, ironically acknowledging the perceived incongruity between a mostly-naked model and intelligent opinion. Fast-forward to
2018 and this casualisation of female nudity already seems archaic and
wholly inappropriate for a top-selling newspaper. This paper investigates
the presentation of gender in the media, specifically men’s and women’s
magazines published between 2009 and 2018. The paper draws on a visual
content analysis of the front covers of women’s magazines (Cosmopolitan,
Glamour and Marie Claire) and men’s magazines (FHM, Esquire and GQ) to
investigate the presentation of bodies (male and female) in terms of clothing
and framing. It also draws on a cultural analytics (Manovich 2009) approach
to explore relationships between the publication’s audience, gender and the
hue, brightness and saturation of the images. The findings demonstrate
a significant shift in men’s magazines away from presenting (and objectifying) female models for a male audience but additionally a converse shift in
women’s magazines towards more scantily clad female models. There are also
correlations in the use of specific hues in line with gendered stereotypes.
#Metoo, #EverydaySexism, No More Page 3, Let toys be toys. The 2010s have
seen numerous different campaigns, often with social media resources, call attention to how women and their bodies are objectified, marginalised and harassed in
a misogynistic society. During the same period, public attitudes in the UK have
increasingly become influenced by these critical voices with the British Social
Attitudes survey evidencing noticeable shifts in rejection of traditional gender roles
and gendered comments on appearance (Attler Taylor and Scott 2018). From having negative associations a decade or so ago, ‘feminism’ has become not just
acceptable but even celebrated in popular culture and consumption with celebrities, film stars, high profile corporate executives and neoliberal women and
branded events promoting themselves with this movement (Chidgey 2020; BanetWeiser, Gill, and Rottenberg 2020; Windels et al. 2020). After a lengthy campaign
from ‘No More Page 3’, early 2015 saw the final topless model on Page 3. By
2016, men’s magazines or ‘lads’ magz’ such as FHM, Loaded, Zoo and Nuts, that
regularly featured semi-naked women on the front cover also collapsed. As well as
wider shifts in public attitudes, the cessation of semi-nude female models in
men’s magazines is also possibly due to the availability of free, nude and pornographic images, as well as other content (for example, sports news or sexist
humour), on websites typically targeted at male heterosexual audience.
Since the mid-1990s, it is argued that feminism can incorporate sexualisation of the female body, including that which takes place for heterosexual
male visual consumption, as a mechanism to reclaim the body from the
objectification of the male gaze. In this postfeminist ‘sensibility’ (Gill 2007)
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popularised by female pop groups, models and celebrities, women’s bodies
can both be presented as ‘sexy’ and ‘empowered’. Yet there is debate
whether this is a practice of resistance to the objectification of women or a
neoliberal appropriation of feminist ‘empowerment’ discourse for commercial
purposes that regardless fulfils the ‘male gaze’ (Gill 2012). Along with these
shifts, colour has often been re-appropriated to perform gender through this
postfeminist movement in more both implicit and explicit ways.
This paper’s findings reflect an increasing articulation of what Gill (2007;
2012) conceptualises as ‘postfeminism’ in UK public discourse. It is this field
of gender and feminist studies which is discussed next to contextualise the
argument, before an outline of previous studies of magazines and discussion
of hue and gender roles. Methods are then presented before a discussion of
the findings. In line with the emerging field of ‘geographies of colour’
(Edensor 2019), this paper will also demonstrate the value of thinking about
colours as an affective agent of structural power in gender.

The (visual) performance of gender and postfeminism
Geographers have long focussed on the relationship between gender and
embodiment with particular attention paid to the somewhat contradictory
attitudes towards the female body, its materiality and ‘messiness’ (Rose 1993;
Longhurst 2005; Gill 2007; Longhurst and Johnston 2014). The construction
of hierarchical male-female binaries and associations of gender, particularly
of male with the mind, the rational and transcendent, and female with
the body, the irrational and material have similarly been critically engaged
with by geographers (Rose 1993; Longhurst 2005). Butler (1993) draws on
Foucault’s (1977) notion of regulatory practice and disciplining the docile
body to produce or ‘perform’ gendered roles. Gender is re-produced through
embodied practices, from gestures to the way people walk to the clothes
people wear as they align themselves with established codes of conduct
which invite discipline upon their transgression. Gendered performance is
inherently political, being complexified by entanglements with race, sexuality, class, (dis)ability and age. While identity is often seen as a self-defined
set of conditions and characteristics, its definition is discursive and socially
constructed, underpinned by structural, ideological apparatuses (Hopkins
2018). This framework renders gender a messy category, within which some
bodies are ‘unmarked’ – positioned as the standard, neutral (Haraway 1988)
– in opposition to ‘marked’ bodies, thus unequally positioned – marginalised.
The past decade has seen an increased interest in feminism, either
as a political and philosophical standpoint or as a fashionable identity label.
This increase, arguably fuelled by the surge in internet connectivity and
social media access rates, is often understood as the break of a fourth wave
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in feminism (Rampton 2008). The fourth wave inherits third wave’s battles for
intersectional inclusion and reclaiming of female sexuality while expanding those
topics with the help of new information and communication technologies. From
the early 1990s, second wave feminism was increasingly viewed as restricting
the capacity of women to be seen by men and themselves as glamorous or
exciting (McRobbie 2004; Windels et al. 2020). In this context, postfeminism
emerged as a (nevertheless disputed – see McRobbie 2004; Householder 2015;
Gill 2016; Rivers 2017) critique to a certain unidimensional approach to perceived
feminist cultural trends that are unequivocally entangled with enduring inequalities related to other identity markers, and strengthened (if not employed) by
dominant structures such as neoliberalism (Gill 2016).
New representation of female role models emerged that combined social and
career success with traditional tropes of femininity. In this sense, postfeminism is
not opposed to the waves model, neither is it a position or perspective in itself,
but rather a ‘critical object’ (Banet-Weiser, Gill, and Rottenberg 2020) for interrogation of the contradictions at the heart of cultural products and movements. In
this context, postfeminist critiques of the so-called fourth wave point out to the
weakening (or outright distortion) of foundational feminist theories by the neoliberal power structuring cultural production and consumption (Householder
2015; Chidgey 2020). Being ‘sexy’ and ‘glamourous’ are also possible under this
new postfeminist logic, as sites of female exploitation (men’s magazines photoshoots) become reinterpreted as career-enhancing opportunities.
The female body continued to be at the centre of postfeminism, no less so
than in visual cultures (Gill 2007, 2012), but the subjective celebration of sexuality
and gender is presented often conforms to objective standards or regulations of
beauty and (often male-orientated) desire. Media images and representations
situate women in ‘girly’ or sexualised roles, but with a degree of control in their
situation. Such depictions, Gill asserts, are not passively consumed by a docile
audience but critically engaged with by a socially aware user-base. Arguing postfeminism in the media as a ‘sensibility’, Gill argues, the ‘sexy’ female body is
celebrated as empowered in a more sexualised culture where images of the
undressed female body are widely available for consumption. The male gaze of
the sexualised culture is internalised; women become the consumers or owners
and responsible for their own sexually liberated bodies (Gill 2007, 2012; Martin
2016; Windels et al. 2020). Postfeminism in this reading is a co-location of traditionally feminist and anti-feminist discourse, and Jackson, Vares, and Gill (2013,
145) draw scepticism to this notion, arguing that:
[ … ] feminist arguments for choice, independence and agency have been
appropriated and commodified in the marketing of goods to women. Within this
consumer discourse, women and girls are positioned as powerful citizens where
shopping for girlie products such as clothes and shoes assumes status as an
expression of empowered choice.
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The sexualisation or degree of nudity of women in the media is thus reinterpreted as a movement within feminism of re-claiming and expression of the
self, rather than presented for male visual consumption. Yet the presentation
of ‘postfeminist’ consumables and the models often deployed to sell them,
for the most part conform to a narrow set of bodily ideals that are thin,
white, young and heterosexual without the messiness of real bodies and
neglect intersectional or structural challenges by framing feminism as neoliberal, individualist journey of transformation rather than of societal change
(Baer 2016; Martin 2016; Windels et al. 2020).
Even body positive movements of the last 10–15 years that have pushed for
media and marketing to reflect more diverse body types are underpinned by
postfeminist sensibilities. Notably the idea of an individual ‘empowerment’
being attainable through self-love and consumption of products that can lead
to self-transformation (Banet-Weiser, Gill, and Rottenberg 2020; Darwin and
Miller 2020; Windels et al. 2020). However, the body positive movement also
draws specific modes of acceptability (Sastre 2014) which prescribe new, overarching normativities where it pledged to dismantle normativity (Darwin 2017).
In this sense, the changes propelled by the body positive movement cannot
be seen as simply emancipatory, for they are as regulated and regulatory
(through neoliberal ideals) as the cultures preceding them. The next section
will discuss how the sexualisation of women and their self-expression in the
media is translated in preceding studies of magazines and gender.

New lads and cosmo girls: gender in magazines
There are numerous studies of how gender and the body are presented in
magazines. Whether focused on fashion, health or general lifestyle, magazines provide some indication of what is expected of gender roles for the
audience, as to buy the magazine is to show some level of empathy for
those people and lifestyles featured within their pages. Yet, this project did
not find any studies that focused on the presentation of gender, during
what is arguably one of the most significant shifts in social attitudes towards
gender as observed over the last ten years.
It is important to note that mainstream lifestyle magazines (as does mass
media) play several roles in capitalism, one of them being the assertion and
reinforcement of the gender roles and relations sustaining it (McDowell
2004; R. W. Connell 2008; Farıas 2016; Savage 2017; Lachover 2020; Kam
2020). Significantly the cultural logic of the 1990s brought a new visual culture in men’s magazines. Rebelling against the ‘new man’ culture of the
1980s, the ‘new lad’ culture magazines such as FHM, Loaded, Zoo and Nuts of
the 1990s signalled an emphasis on stereotypically male or ‘lad’ interests:
football, violence as entertainment, political incorrectness and pictures of semi-
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naked female models and celebrities wrapped up in an irony-laden discourse
that deflected accusations of sexism (Gill 2007; Stevenson, Jackson, and Brooks
2000; Evans 2015). This trend was noted in the US market as well, with
Lambiase and Reichert (2005) arguing that the appearance of Maxim magazine
in 1996, forced its American competitors Esquire and GQ into increasing the
deployment of female models on the front cover. Whilst men featured on 75%
of these covers in 1996, by 2000 this share had reduced to 44%.
Analysing the content of men and women’s health magazines published
between 2006 and 2011, Bazzini et al. (2015) find that the images and captions
conform with a notion of self-discipline and self-objectification of the body.
Significantly both sets of magazines promoted particular types of bodies as
desirable to both genders. For men, this was a muscular body whereas for
women this was thinner body, with the female models usually featuring less
clothing in the images than their male counterparts (Bazzini et al. 2015; see
also Lambiase and Reichert 2005). A more recent study of ‘adultification’ and
‘youthfication’ of girls and women in US lifestyle magazines found a trend of
‘imposing’ sexuality on younger female models by dressing them to appear
older (Gerding Speno and Aubrey 2018). Although they found little evidence
that adult women are sexualised by making them appear younger, when this
does occur it appears of a more niche, or in the authors’ words ‘fetishistic’,
avenue of visual culture (Gerding Speno and Aubrey 2018).
These issues resonate with Gill’s notion of postfeminism whereby the
body is re-claimed and becomes an object of empowerment rather than
marginalisation. Sypeck, Gray, and Ahrens (2004) take a more critical view
of their findings from a content analysis of the front covers of women’s
magazines in the USA from 1959 to 1999. Their study shows a trend towards
thinner and thinner models – and a gradual change of shot frame from
close-ups, emphasising the importance of a ‘pretty face’ to a thin, desirable
body. Saraceno and Tambling (2013) in their study of Cosmopolitan images
from 2009, similarly find women being portrayed in a way that implies idealised beauty and objectification. Additionally, they find that male models
tend to conform to ‘hegemonic masculine’ (Connell and Messerschmidt
2005) ideals and roles as part of an overall heteronormative discourse.
Introduced by Connell (1995), ‘hegemonic masculinity’ draws on Gramsci’s
notion of hegemony to identify the structural and cultural apparatus that
emphasises a particular set of values attributed to masculinity. Primarily the
masculine hegemony normalised, culturally rather than statistically, as white,
heterosexual, strong and dominant amongst other ‘masculine’ ideals (Connell
and Messerschmidt 2005). Much of this masculine stereotype is exemplified
in the ‘New Lad’ and men’s magazines of the 1990s and 2000s, which
regularly featured semi-naked female models, stories of violence, drinking
and cars presented with a deliberate use of irony that enabled some
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deflection of these masculine attributes as sexist (Stevenson, Jackson, and
Brooks 2000). The more upmarket varieties, such as Esquire and GQ featured
in this research, mixed these masculine elements (most often, semi-naked
female models) with more traditionally ‘feminine’ elements such as fashion
and health. Boni (2002) notes that with the growth of titles such as Men’s
Health in the late 1990s and early 2000s, male bodies became increasingly
medicalised and consumed by a male audience and, inferring Foucault’s
docile body concept, becoming ‘feminised’ as men become the target of
advertisers for health and beauty products. This feminisation occurs in the
sense that the male body becomes objectified and open to manipulation.
However, according to Boni (2002) these advertisers must ‘legitimise’ their
products by relating them to traditional male stereotypes – such as muscular
male torsos or emotionally impenetrable eyes.
Notably, gendered magazines have drawn upon traditional social constructions of men and women. Some studies have identified developments in how
these constructions are re-calibrated through the postfeminist lens or resisting
certain aspects of hegemonic masculinity. The net result, however, often looks
similar to the original starting point: men are strong and dominant; women are
objectified and ‘girly’. Contrasting with the ubiquity of models of hegemonic
masculinity and emphasised femininity, the invisibility of queer and non-conforming bodies in the magazine covers is both a symptom and a tool for fulfilling patriarchal and neoliberal constructions of gender and sexuality (Hasinoff
2009; Leopeng and Langa 2020). The covers, and the narratives and languages
attached to them are binary because this is how these products were designed
in the first place. The studies above were often undertaken in a relatively stabilised period regarding social attitudes to gender. Departing from these studies,
the research in this paper investigates if the construction of gendered visual
performances has shifted during a period (2009–2018) in which gender norms
have been challenged and increasingly subject to re-evaluation in wider public
discourse. As well as the presentation of models, the current research also considers the extent to which colour, a typically neglected but affectual component of imagery in this context contributes to the social construction of
gender in the visual culture of these magazines.

Colour and gender
The association between gender stereotyping and hue or colour is firmly
established and can be seen regularly in everyday life, most notably in the
deployment of blue to signify boys/men and pink for girls/women. Whilst
colour has clear spatial consequences and is a key element of landscape, it
has been largely overlooked in geography. A barrier to further interrogation
are the limitations of language to describe colour, despite the human eye
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being able to discern between almost limitless different shades and hues
(Gage 1993). According to Kandinsky ((1977) cited in Kress and Van Leeuwen
2002), colour has both a direct value (the capacity to affect the viewer physically) and an associative value (a symbolic value).
At a session (Mobilising Colour in Geographical Research) at the Institute
of Australian Geographers Conference 2019, Edensor (2019) brought together
a series of discussions of the affective qualities, place-associations and cultural values of colours. This may be the beginning of a new strand that
addresses an overall neglected focus of colour within geographical literature.
Of the few geographers who have engaged with colour, Tuan (1974) draws
on psychological and anthropological work (including that of Turner (1967))
to discuss the symbolism of colour across a selection of different cultural
contexts. In a Western context (as well as other contexts), there is a foundational division between white and black or light and dark. White symbolising
purity, transcendence, divinity and life (the substances of milk or semen
being representative of the generative power of white), whilst black can represent defilement, earthliness and death (Tuan 1974). Reds can represent
energy (such as the vital substance of blood), the erotic, and danger. Colours
take on textual couplings within descriptive terms such as ‘warm red’, ‘aqua
frost’ or ‘earthy green’ (Kress and Van Leeuwen 2002).
Of course and as noted above, colour also becomes a distinctive identity
marker of gender and sexuality. Pink is consistently linked to femininity and
exposed to girls from an early age, as products such as toys and clothes
marketed to girls, continuing through adulthood (e.g. underwear brands, and
women-focused charities and events drawing heavily on pink) (Koller 2008;
Hughes and Wyatt 2015; Martin 2016; Jonauskaite et al. 2019). Yet the association of pink and femininity is relatively recent; pink was also a colour for
boys in the West until the 1920s (Koller 2008; Jonauskaite et al. 2019). In
recent decades, blue has come to symbolise masculinity, partially through its
employment by traditionally male-dominated professions such as policing
and the Navy (Koller 2008; Jonauskaite et al. 2019) and corporate brands (eg.
the blues of Facebook or IBM logos). These gendered binaries of colour
become so strong in the 20th century that the combination of male and pink
came to signify homosexuality and gay movements or associations.
Nevertheless, although normative, the binary use of colour is far from the
only model; colour use is constantly questioned and stretched by queer people, who have historically disused and reused colours (among other symbols)
to challenge oppression (Ahmed 2018; Kotlarczyk 2019). Within a postfeminist context (Koller 2008; Gill 2007, 2012; Hughes and Wyatt 2015), pink
becomes a more complicated symbol as both a quality which can be patronising (such as the marketing of traditionally masculine products such as cars
or DIY power tools) or empowering as a marker of female and feminist
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identity. The use of colour by the individual and organisations, consciously
or unconsciously, can, therefore, be a performance in identity, as Butler
(1993) conceptualises; the user employs specific colours to promote or hide
certain aspects of their identity.
Colour or hue become further complicated with the addition of brightness, modulation and saturation that can have distinct affect and effects on
the power and consumption of colour. Koller (2008) notes that lighter, or
whiter, shades of pink add to the innocence and femininity of the colour,
whilst the darker shades of red or blue employed by Rothko have a distinct
haunting affect on the viewer. Going further than thinking of colour as a signifier in flattened terms, Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006) create a sophisticated framework for the analysis of colour as a key component of images.
This framework comprises domains of value (brightness); saturation (intensity
of colour); purity (range of colours); modulation (texture of colour from ‘flat’
to use of different shades); differentiation (of colours within the image) and;
hue. These domains work together to add realness (or a sense of the hyperreal via oversaturation, for example) and distribute authority to different
parts of the image or invest authority into the image as a whole. They can
add or remove energy and movement from the picture via purity, differentiation or modulation as well as add symbolic associative value. This paper
draws on these understandings of colour to investigate if the traditional
deployments of hue in relation to gender and the presentation of gender
continue through the period from 2009 to 2018, when awareness of such
tropes was raised in public consciousness.

Methods
Millions of images of bodies are available online so why study magazines?
The editorial control involved with magazine publications regarding who is
featured and how they are presented demonstrates intentionality as well as
the expectation of what the target audience will respond to and resonate
with. The front cover of a magazine is arguably the most significant image a
magazine can publish as it has to target a specific and core audience of
regular readers – reflecting something that resonates with this audience – as
well as compete on the front line for more casual readers whose loyalty –
and money – may be tempted by rival publications. The front cover must
also be acceptable to non-readers, other people who may be passing by the
magazine rack or browsing for other images. The values of the magazine –
and how these are communicated – must be compatible with the cultural
environment in which the image is likely to be displayed. Therefore, how
bodies are presented on the front cover of a magazine reflects the values,
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Table 1. Magazine circulation figures and available images in dataset. Source: Press Gazette
(Ponsford, 2014).
Publication title
Cosmopolitan
Esquire
FHM
Glamour
GQ
Marie Claire

Circulation

Number of images in dataset

289,044
58,538
86,534
405,045
125,024
202,127

117
134
79
112
125
115

the attitudes of a society – or its potential to accept new values and change
its attitudes – and included in this culture are the expectations of gender.
The selection of magazines was straightforward – six of the most popularly circulated ‘lifestyle’ magazines in the UK. Table 1 provides a snapshot
overview of the magazines, their circulation figures (for both print and digital
editions) and images from 2014 – the most recent year when all six magazines featured due to FHM’s demise in 2016. The front covers were sourced
from a variety of websites with the majority of images coming from the
magazine’s own websites or various magazine subscription websites. With
some images from the 2009–2018 dataset missing from these sources, some
searching and retrieving of specific front covers was made using Google
Images. Despite these efforts, there were still 19 front cover images that
proved impossible to track down; however, with 657 images in the total
dataset, this constitutes less than 3% of the issues published during the
2009–2018 period.
Content coding
Eleven different coding categories were created (although not all appear in
this paper), ranging from categories based on demographics such as the
number, gender, visible race and estimated age of the models in the cover,
to categories based on characteristics such as dress and emotion. The demographic categories relied on some interpretation. Visible race, for instance,
was necessarily broad in its codes due to the difficulties of identifying heritage, particularly due to well-known instances of using airbrushing software
to make models with darker skin appear lighter in tone.
‘Dress’ was both significant and difficult to codify in certain images.
Coverage and clothing of the body is important to investigate its presentation, but this on occasion can be a grey area. Two separate codes were set
up: ‘dress – cover’ and ‘dress – style’ (e.g. a model may be wearing a swimsuit, and due to the framing be mostly covered). Alternatively, the model
might be wearing a casual, oversized jumper but nothing underneath, she
(and this was invariably ‘she’) would be classified as wearing ‘casual’ clothing
but also ‘partially dressed’. The two codes allowed for these issues to be registered; other codes explore how the body is being framed and presented
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physically for the viewer. For instance, is the body being fully shown (a full
shot) or just the face being shown (close-up).
A final note on coding here is to discuss the researcher positionality. In
this study, the coders were a white-British male and a black-Latina female,
which enabled a variety of perspectives and gazes. The combination of backgrounds enabled different aspects of body and identity to be recognised
and discussed during pre- and post-coding discussion.
Cultural analytics
Before the mass-availability of internet access, keeping track of cultural
change was relatively easier due to the centralisation (and perceived authoritative sources) of cultural objects in museums, art galleries, studios and publishers that were concentrated in major cities such as London, New York,
Paris, Mumbai or S~ao Paulo. With developments in Web 2.0, vast amounts of
data are uploaded every minute on to websites and social media sites such
as YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. Such dizzying developments
led some to question and explore how cultural change could be tracked
using computing technology to process large datasets (Manovich 2009).
Cultural analytics draws together a wide range of approaches and
research interests to interrogate digitally encoded or stored datasets, exploring how societal changes are evidenced and reflected in cultural products:
media, art, literature, graphics, music or archival data. The Software Studies
Initiative has utilised computing power to trace changes in visual cultures of
magazine publications, expressionist and modern art, ‘selfies’, videogames,
political broadcasts and more (see Software Studies Initiative (2016) for a full
list of projects). The value of this approach is that it helps to understand the
construction of the image as a cultural product of distribution and consumption. As Manovich explains:
When we look at images normally, we experience all their visual dimensions at
once. When we separate these dimensions using digital image analysis and
visualization, we break this gestalt experience. (Manovich 2012, 276)

Further work following Manovich has analysed the visuality of smart cities,
with Rose and Willis (2019) drawing attention to the trends of their sample
of images posted on Twitter that use strongly blue or orange hues, reflecting
cultural values of images claiming to represent ‘smart cities’. As well as analysis of visual content of our dataset of magazine covers, cultural analytics
approach also informs the second phase of this paper and it is an ideal
vehicle for exploring the relationship between colour and gender presented
here. Whilst our dataset is smaller than that used by many of the Software
Studies Initiative projects, the analysis here uses the tools (notably ImageJ
and PlotImage programmes) to analyse the image values of brightness,
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saturation and hue to interrogate the data for divergences in how male and
female models are visualised.

Findings
Figure 1a and b display the initial breakdown, by gender, of the sample. The
most significant shift here is of the decline of using female models for the
covers of men’s magazines. Esquire and GQ both begin in 2009 using female
models for a significant proportion of their covers, but from 2012 onwards
there is a distinct downward trend and shift towards using male models.
FHM provides an exception here with only a few male models through its
entire run. The women’s magazines almost exclusively feature female models
only. As seen in the figures, unlike FHM (which only begins to diversify from
female-only models and incorporate male celebrities late in its lifecycle),
both Esquire and GQ increasingly deploy male front covers. Although it is
important to highlight that queerness is not always visible, since they do not
necessarily add to visual representations of gender, queer bodies seem
entirely absent in the analysed period.
This shift away from depicting the sexualised female body was not without
some controversy. Garcıa-Favaro and Gill (2016) report in their discourse analysis of comments from mainstream news websites responding to the CoOperative Supermarket’s decision to censor female models on ‘lads magz’.
Their analysis showed a perceived threat to male (hetero)sexuality by the
removal of this viewing pleasure. The pattern evidenced in Figure 1a and b
though, along with FHM’s subsequent demise in 2016, suggests that Co-Op
was aligned with popular opinion in this debate. This controversy illustrates
the ongoing antagonism between a symbolic power shift entailed by perceived
progressive feminist practices and the defence of the patriarchal structures of
(hetero)sexism in the shape of the use of women’s bodies for the male gaze.
Age and ethnicity
Although not the central focus of this study, ethnicity is central to identity.
Visible ethnicity was a more difficult category to code, especially as the
authors detected some lightening of skin tones on occasion which served to
confuse identification from the visual material alone. Given this, it is estimated as Table 2 shows that the vast majority (nearly four-fifths) of models
featured were identified as white, with models of mixed heritage, black or
other ethnicities making up 19.5%. Although a much larger proportion of
the models were classified here as white, this figure (78.4%) roughly corresponds with the overall population of England and Wales (Office for National
Statistics 2018); the distribution of Black and Ethnic Minority categories do
deviate, most notably with an over-representation of mixed heritage models.
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Figure 1. (a) Percentage of front covers who are female by year and publication. (b)
Percentage of front covers who are male by year and publication.

For the most part, the dominance of white-ethnicity models limits meaningful interrogations of intersectional identities, with the exception of ‘Framing’
discussed below, as the coded variables were often similar in pattern. The
publications are targeted at younger readers, typically between 18 and 40 years
in age. It is therefore not too surprising that most of the models fall within this
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Table 2. Visible ethnicity of models by gender.
Visible ethnicity
Both Male
Total
and Female
Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage Frequency Frequency Percentage
Female

White
Black
Asian
Mixed heritage
Other
More than one
person present
Total
Missing

Male

378
22
3
51
28
4

77.7
4.5
0.6
10.4
5.7
0.8

134
18
2
2
7
1

81.7
10.9
1.2
1.2
4.2
0.6

7
1
0
0
0
0

519
41
5
53
35
5

78.4
6.2
0.8
8.0
5.3
0.8

486
–

–
–

164
–

–
–

8
–

658
4

99.4
0.6

Table 3. Average age of cover model by publication, gender and year. Please note
Cosmopolitan did not feature any covers with only male models. Glamour and Marie Claire
featured a maximum one male model per year.
Mean age by year

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Cosmo
Female

Esquire
Female

29.8
28.2
29.5
28.7
32.8
29.8
35.1
33.5
33.3
33.5

29
30.3
27
29.4
41
31.8
34
25
43

Male
41.5
45.1
41.6
36.8
39.9
49.2
45.1
49.6
44.6
46.3

FHM
Female Male
25.9
26.4
26.3
26.9
27
31.2
28.1

39.5
30

Glamour
Female
28
29.7
28.3
32.4
30
32.2
29.8
30.2
32.9
4 issues
only
30.3

GQ
Male Female

24
24

28.6
29.6
26.5
28.3
26.8
32.7
34.7
32.3
25
35.5

Marie Claire
Male
41
41.8
54
37
38.9
47.4
44.1
44
37.9
46.4

Female Male
31.9
32.6
33.1
31.4
29.5
31.8
34.6
35.8
30.1
33.5

38

Total
31.3
32.3
44
27.4
34.8
24
30
43.3
32.4
38
mean
St.Dev 2.331008 5.754183 3.835636 1.681836 4.75 1.656934549 0 3.42666 4.876115 1.828688 0

age range, as the reader should identify with the model in order to be interested in purchasing the magazine. Yet as detailed below, there were some
older models. The results in Table 3 demonstrate this but additionally evidence
a much wider age range of male models in men’s magazines.
This is further evidenced by the Standard Deviation measurement for all years
combined that is larger, identifying greater variation in the data range of age,
for men than for women. The dataset of male models features much older cover
stars such as Michael Caine and Clint Eastwood (both famous for acting particularly masculine character roles), who at time of publication were 81 and 79 years
old respectively. Indeed, whilst there were 19 male cover models 60 years or
older recorded, the oldest female cover star was actor Julianne Moore who was
55 years old at the time of her Marie Claire appearance in March 2016. Finally,
out of the 79 models over the age of 45, just 17 are female.
Despite the overall tendency for younger female models with less age
diversity than is the case with male models, Figure 2 also identifies a general
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Figure 2. Average age of female cover models by publication from 2008 to 2018.

trend amongst all publications for older female models by 2018. FHM
notably has both the youngest mean age for female models and one of
the least varied range of ages. As a men’s magazine linked with the ‘New
Lad’ culture of the 1990s, this lack of variety and convergence in picturing
younger female models typifies the male gaze of these magazines and
re-produces a desired body type for its readership.

Framing
The framing of the body or how much of the body was presented
also revealed significant differences in how men and women were pictured.
The inference being that bodies are more central to a woman’s visibility and
identity, whereas close-up of men’s faces emphasis their intellectual quality;
a reproduction of gendered associations of men and women more widely
(see Rose 1993 for discussion of gendered binaries). As can be seen in
Figure 2, 85% of images with female models were presented in full shot, 3=4
(from the knees or mid-thigh upwards) or medium shot (from the waist
upwards). In comparison, 56% of male models were presented in full, 3=4 or
medium shots framing, whilst 41% of their images were either close-up (of
the face) or extreme close-up (part of the face). 15% of female models were
pictured in close-up or extreme close-up. When ethnicity was cross-tabulated, the findings suggested a slightly greater tendency for models from a
black or ethnic minority background being framed with a full, 3=4 or medium
shot (84%) than for models of white ethnicity (77%).
Figure 3 suggests that the female body is regularly presented for a male
audience or ‘gaze’; however, Figure 4 reveals a more nuanced picture. FHM,
which almost exclusively featured female models on the front cover does
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Figure 3. Shot framing by gender.

Figure 4. Framing by publication.

indeed solely rely on 3=4/medium or full shots (with a few long shots) that
display the full body of the (usually scantily-clad) model, and this is true for
the majority of images featuring women in Esquire and GQ. A trend which is
also apparent in Lambiase and Reichert (2005) study of Esquire and GQ in
the late 1990s. Yet this is also the case for Glamour, Marie Claire and particularly Cosmopolitan, all of which employ female models for the vast majority
of their front covers. In presenting women’s body to an expected female
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readership, these publications reinforce gendered associations of women
with the material, the body and a sexuality performed for the male gaze (as
elaborated on in the following section). Furthermore, the female body here
performs a femininity in its full presentation yet this also resonates with
postfeminist arguments (Gill 2007, 2012) that the body is reclaimed for a
female readership, particularly as we see a decline of female models being
employed by men’s magazines in this period.
This trend may be slowly changing as the year by year story in Figure 5a
reveals that, after an initial slide in favour of fuller shot frames, there is a slight
shift towards Medium Close-Ups (MCU) of female models. Marie Claire and
Glamour, especially, move more towards MCUs and Close-Ups of their models
from the mid-2010s whilst conversely in this dataset Cosmopolitan, initially
begins with predominantly Close-Ups but from mid-2010s onwards uses mostly
3=4 shots that display the body from the knees upwards as standard.
Meanwhile, due to the overall smaller sample of front covers with male
models, a pattern is less apparent in Figure 5b. Shot framing is more varied
for these covers with a much greater likelihood of Close-Ups or MCUs being
employed in these photographs, particularly from 2013 onwards.
Clothing and coverage
Table 4 illustrates the discrepancy between how male and female bodies are
presented in the images. Notably, women regularly appear in much more
revealing or tighter clothing than men. Although a significant factor is that
the men’s magazines predominantly feature women in underwear or
swimwear, it should also be noted that several of the women’s magazines
additionally present women in swimwear or revealing outfits.
Again, this trend reinforces traditional notions of performance of gender
with female models wearing more revealing clothes, in both men’s and
women’s magazines (Butler 1993; Gill 2012). That there is such a strong
continuation of this trend reinforces the argument that such images are
constituted to draw attention to, and sexualise, the female body (either as
empowered or powerless). Although the majority of female models conformed to ‘traditional’ bodily standards and characteristics, Cosmopolitan’s
(October 2018) inclusion of plus size model Tess Holliday is an exception
that resonates with the ‘body positive’ movements.
Hue and gendered bodies
A simple visual comparison of Figure 6a (showing all magazine covers
featuring female models) and Figure 6b (all covers featuring male models)
reveals a different aesthetic trend in hue for each gender.
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Figure 5. (a) Framing of female models by year. (b) Framing of male models by year.
Table 4. Dress coverage of models by gender.
Male
Female
Male and female present

Fully clothed

Partially-clothed

Other

97.0%
64.2%
50.0%

1.8%
32.9%
12.5%

1.2%
2.9%
37.5%

Whilst there are three times as many images featuring females than those
with males, the two Figures still demonstrate a significantly wider distribution of female images around the hue wheel (a standardised method of presenting colour and lightness in a 360-degree circular chart). Noticeably the
gravity of the images in Figure 6a is weighted towards brighter, whiter

Hue
Mean

260
207

Gender

Female
Male

74
86

Hue
Median

82
70

Hue
St.Dev
199
145

Brightness
Median

Table 5. Hue, brightness, saturation and RGB values.

70
79

Brightness
St. Dev
73
68

Saturation
Median
68
68

Saturation
St.Dev
170
127

Red
Mean

141
116

Green
Mean

136
112

Blue
Mean

173
127

Red
Median

144
114

Green
Median

138
113

Blue
Median
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Figure 6. (a) All Female models arranged by hue. (b) All Males models arranged by hue.

images. The cause of the whiter visual effect are the lighter shades of hue
deployed across the three women’s magazines, a significant proportion of
these covers feature white backgrounds against which the model stands.
Lighter shades here signify the innocent and feminine (Koller 2008). Indeed,
on one particular front cover (March 2014) of FHM, a ‘youthified’ model is
pictured against a light pink is background to create a garish and creepy
scene. Even when the background is not white, the hue employed is usually
a lighter (or brighter), pastel shade. When women are featured on the front
cover of men’s magazines (as in Figure 7a), darker and more saturated hues
are employed. Notably red becomes a more apparent colour feature.
Equally, Figure 7b displays the front covers of men’s magazines from this
sample that feature male models. These covers are altogether darker, as also
evidenced when looking at the brightness median of all images in Table 5.
In this reading where 0 is completely black or dark, and 255 is completely
white or maximum brightness, images with male models have a brightness
median value of 145 compared with 199 for females.
This can be observed in Figures 6b and 7b, where these images are darker
and occupy a much cooler area of the hue wheel. Images featuring male
models are 53 degrees earlier on the hue wheel than images depicting
females. This in percentage terms represents a 25% increase between the
genders which is enough to differentiate between the cyan-blue hue mean
of male images and blue/violet-magenta hue mean of female images. In
visual terms, this means that generally, images featuring men are more likely
to appear blue, greyer or duller than the images featuring women.
The images of male models, often featuring darker, cooler and bluer hues,
present a more serious tone and association to the cover stars - a signal
of the authority of the cover star to the reader.
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Figure 7. (a) Female models on the front covers of men’s magazines. (b) Male models on
the front covers of men’s magazines.

Figure 8. Female models on the front covers of women’s magazines.

When looking at how women appear on the front covers of women’s magazine (Figure 8), there is a similar range as to Figure 7a when women are featured on men’s magazines. However, the visual weighting draws on the lighter
and more pastel shades of the backgrounds. Women’s magazines present
female models with a more traditionally ‘feminine’ colour range of whiter and
lighter shades, that promote a more ‘innocent’ or ‘pure’ form of femininity.
The backgrounds of women’s magazine covers, therefore, help to perform
a particular version of femininity in these images across the sample. The
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men’s magazine covers that feature female models have a stronger trend
towards darker and more heavily saturated images. The higher the saturation
value, the more it is associated with a state of hyper-reality (Kress and Van
Leeuwen 2006), where the image takes on a greater or deeper level of reality
as the colours begin to bleed out from the image. The reds become more
apparent (along with a more diverse spread of hue used throughout this
subsample), which along with the saturation emphasises the sensuality and
sexuality of the images. The front covers of men’s magazines in this sample
are inviting the reader to view the female model as a sexualised body.
Yet there is also a slow but steady shift in the women’s magazine
subsample. As this subsample progresses through the years, the covers
become darker and more saturated reflecting a transition towards a more
self-conscious presentation of female models towards an expected female
audience. This is significant because it resonates with the shift towards
postfeminism that Gill (2007, 2012) describes, as women in these magazines
become more open towards sexualisation as part of an empowerment
exercise. The innocence, the immature pastel shades and whites are replaced
by the vibrant and saturated hues of maturity.

Conclusion
This study has revealed significant shifts in the presentation of gender during
the period from 2009 to 2018, yet also continuities in the outcomes of these
shifts. Most visible has been amongst the men’s magazines. Whilst all three
titles sampled here regularly (and in the case of FHM, solely) depicted the
female body sexualised by the style (or lack) of clothing and the posing of the
body in 2009, by 2018 this had become greatly reduced in frequency. Indeed,
the inability of FHM to move away from its diet of scantily-clad women as a
core component of its brand identity is cited as one of several factors sealing
its demise in the mid-2010s (J. Jackson 2015). Yet during this period, women’s
magazines begin to employ lesser clothed female models for their covers
(albeit with less overt sexualisation present). The ‘celebration of white male
heterosexuality’ (Stevenson, Jackson, and Brooks 2000, 371) in ‘lads magz’
becomes a celebration of white female sexuality in women’s magazines.
Overall, the magazines of this sample demonstrated a continuation of tropes
in how men and women are presented for visual consumption. Although the
average age of female models did increase across most publications, the gap
between the average ages of women and men who featured on the front
covers was substantial. Furthermore, female models were much more likely to
be only partially clothed with their bodies pictured nearly fully.
Significantly, however, this paper has drawn attention – and calls for
further geographic investigation – into the relationship between gender and
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colour or hue. The study here has explored the overall visual effect of hue as
well as the digital analysis in terms of hue, saturation and lightness values.
Much of the results are predictable with female models associated with
lighter, traditionally ‘feminine’ hues such as white, pinks, magentas as well as
eroticised colours such as reds. Male models, by contrast, were associated
with cooler, darker and bluer hues suggestive of more serious and authoritative tones. This conformation to established gender norms (pink for female,
blue for male) evidences a subtle yet stubborn refusal for change in attitudes
and associations, even in the wake of an increasing visibility of queer questionings and reclamations of colour in the recent years. On this point, it
should be noted a more recent issue of Cosmopolitan (January 2020) that
falls just outside of the sample, featured cover model Jonathan Van Ness.
Significantly, Van Ness, a star of the TV series Queer Eye and the first nonfemale cover model, combines the masculinity of facial hair with the feminine dress of peach-coloured ballgown that demonstrates the magazine’s
engagement with more complex gender categorisations.
More obvious differences between the presentation of men and women
(notably revealing photos of the latter in men’s magazines) have been challenged, modified or complicated through postfeminist shifts, yet the less
explicit, ambient structures of colour remain. This is important for two reasons. Firstly, such colour schemas play upon social constructions of gender
with men in authoritative, more serious and less emotionally-stimulating
associations whereas as women remain within a problematic mess of sexualisation and innocence which attends to and reinforces core attributes of
emphasised femininity (Connell 1987) which are central to patriarchal gendered relations. Secondly, certain colours (especially pink) might be
employed in self-aware, assertive reclamation or otherwise ironic renderings
in a postfeminist context, however for the person quickly browsing or passing by the newsstand (or its digital equivalent), these colours are likely to
only reinforce pre-existing patriarchal associations of gender.
There are many different ways of seeing colour and expressing its role and
impact in producing social life. By addressing mainstream uses of hue as a
communication device in popular media, this paper has contributed towards
filling a gap in geographical studies of colour and its crucial role in the production of place. This paper demonstrated that, when looked from a gendered
perspective, geographies of colour contribute to wider discussions of normativity and defiance – thus of power relations – and the nuanced ways these are
expressed visually through fashion and mainstream media. Moreover, the
added sensitivity of a postfeminist analysis places normativity within the wider
context of late capitalism. In this sense colour or hue is another tool for coopting as well as responding to agendas and advancements of the association
of gender with particular characteristics such as the cooler blues or greys to
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signal authority or whites and pinks to suggest innocence and purity. When
these colours or hues are used (often as background ambience) in relation
with gender, they create social and cultural meanings and invitations to which
their audiences respond. Colour is employed in the process of assertion or defiance of gendered norms, overflowing the senses and immediately impacting
how space is produced and lived across the gender spectrum.
Much of our findings suggest a postfeminist shift in the presentation of gender, particularly as women’s magazines depict female models more scantily
clad, alongside non-normative bodies (e.g. overweight), as well as drawing on
some of the bluer tones traditionally associated with masculinity. The postfeminist turn is not, therefore, totalising but has developed through specific patterns shaped by pre-existing trends the construction of gender for a consumer
marketplace. The emphasis on the female body throughout the sample, as well
as the greater range of age and framing given to male models, demonstrate
that traditional values apply. Throughout this paper, the images sampled have
demonstrated a complicated, gradually and non-uniform emergence of postfeminism in the visual culture of mainstream men’s and women’s magazines.
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